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‘The invention relates "to ‘a closure for bottles, 
particularly bottles in which ginger ale and other 
beverages are sold. A-bottle of the type‘ to which 
I refer includes a long neck, terminating in a 
mouth from which the beverage or other con 
tained liquid is discharged, andmy object is to 
provide a bottle closure which may be secured in , 
place, without the aid of grooves, ridges, or lugs 
at or adjacent the mouth of the ‘bottle. In ac 
cordance with my invention the upper neck por 
tion of the bottle may be. absolutely smooth, pre 
senting none of the usual grooves or other surface 
irregularities in-which dust and other impurities 
may collect. Thus, the bottle is moresanitary in 
service. ‘ . ‘ ‘ 1 ' ' ' 

It is further the object of my invention to pro 
videa bottle closure which may be removed-by 
hand, that is, without the need of a bottle opener. . 
Additionally, I-aimto provide a closure that may , 
be .removed and replacedat will, so. that,‘ after- 
the. bottle has been initially opened ‘and partly 
emptied, the remaininglcontents of the bottle may 
atall timesbee?ectively sealed, and'themouth 
of the bottle kept clean. ,. x ' ' ‘ ‘ 

The invention is illustrated‘ in 
ing drawing, in which Fig. I, is a fragmentary'view 
of a long-necked-bottle,showing in vertical sec 
tion the closure of my invention secured‘in'posi-v ' 
tion of service over the mouth of the bottle“ Fig. 

' II is a view in'p'lan fromabove of the closure. , 
The bottle closure comprises twoprincipal:partst-;—, 
a-capv and a sleeve-—, and Figs. III; IV, andVare. 
views ‘in cross-section, ‘illustrating the. various 
forms in which the sleeve may be made. 1 Fig‘. VI 7. 

, is a view'in vertical section‘of thewcap; Fig. 
additionallyshows (in side elevation)‘ a ‘gasket: 
member and stopper . which normally ‘are as 
sembled‘with and form apart of the cap' in serv-'-. : 
ice: 'riFig. VII a 'view in bottom plan’ of the cap 

'7 without the gasket and'stopper. ‘Fig. 'VIII 'is a 
View. in plan from above, and a. view partly in‘ 
side elevation. and partly in‘vertical section,v.offa 
cap of modi?ed structure.‘ Fig. IX shows" two " 
similar [views of a cap embodying "still other: modi:-. 
?cations.‘ And Fig. X is‘ a fragmentary view, of ‘a I. 
bottle, showing.’ (partly in' side ‘elevation and‘. 
partly ‘in vertical‘ section) the cap‘ structure :of: 
Fig. IX in position'of service upon the mouth of 1 
the bottle. ' . 
The bottle closure comprises a cupeshaped. cap ' H 7 v _ I 

I‘ of sheet steel or: sheet aluminum of from Nos. 281 1. which ordinarily will ‘be fashioned from sheet 
steel, or'other sheet metal, vSecured'withinv the‘, 
cap is a stopper 2,,an'd'in service when the cap has i 
been applied to the bottle“ the ‘stopper; projects "1 
rwithin'itheimouth of. the bottle, while‘ the side wall 

theaccompanyé , 

of the cap overlies‘and snugly engages the outer, 
‘ surface 30f the bottle neck. 1 The stopper 2 may 
be made of cork, rubber, or other suitable yield 
ingw material, depending upon the nature of the 
liquid to bestored within ‘the bottle, and adisk 
or gasket 4, conveniently of such material, isse 
cured in position against the top of thecap. As 
will be observed in Fig. I, the stopper plugsthe ' 
mouth'and 'snuglyengages the throat surface 
(5) of the bottle; the gasket 4 rests snugly against 
the rim or lip 6 of thebottle; and, as mentioned,‘ 
the side wallof the cap snugly engages the outer 
surface 3 of the neck. Thus, substantially all of 
the terminal surfaces of the bottle neck are en 
gaged by thecap, anda hermetic sealing of .the 
bottle is insured. In accordance with my aim, 
all of such terminal surfaces are-smooth, affording 
no indentations'in which liquidfrom within. or 
impurities from without the bottle may accumu 
late, as in the hands of the consumer the cap is 
removedfrom and replacedin position of closure ' 
upon. the bottle. 1 . 

I provide particularly 

60’ 

re?ective means for se 
A curing the stopper and gasket in assembly with 
the cap 1. Such meanscomprise an elongate 
clip 10.- 'Advantageously, the clip 10 is formed 

. of a strip of sheet metal bent double, providing. 
atwo-legged stemrwhich is rectangular incross- ’ 
section~,.cf. Fig. VII. .Manifestly, the two legs a 
and b are. united at oneend of the clip' and sep 
arableat its otherjend. The clip at the bend; 

spot-welded or otherwise secured at [the top 
of_.the cap; The gasket and stopperv are each 
provided with a passage‘ 11 corresponding in. 
‘cross-section. with the clip; the gasket and stop 
per are ?tted upon the clip, and the ends of the 
legs aiandb are bent outward, underlying the 
bottom .of' the stopper, and effectively securing 
thezparts in assembly~(cf. Fig. I) .- _ _ - » i a 

.A sleeve v_'7 visy-prefssed into snug, surface-to 
surface engagementwith the caprl and theouter 
surface 3a.,of‘the bottle neck immediately below ' 
the‘ cap. {The sleeve 7 constitutes an outerorf 
secondar'ylseal for the mouth of. the bottle.v The ' 
sleeve ordinarily is a’ preformed tube which is 100 
pressedandfcrimped into. position of .service‘ 
upon the bottle neck}. It is a sleeve of substan 
tial material, as distinguished from the metal 
foil covers commonly placed over the capped ends ' 
of‘ beverage bottles‘i-indeed, the sleeve made 105} 

80 

85 
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to '34 U. ‘-S."Stand_ard- gauge. Such sheet metal 
is fashioned into a tube, having the meeting edges 
of-Ithe sheet united in a lap joint ‘M, as shown 

1 inFig. III; Alternatively; the, meeting edges of 110 



25;‘. 
the sheet may be united in a “ship-joint” 7b, 
as indicated in Fig. IV. For reasons presently 
to be described the sleeve may be fashioned of 
the corrugated sheet shown in Fig. V, and the 

5 meeting edges of the sheet may be lapped, so 
that several corrugations are nested together, as 
shown at 70. Additionally, I contemplate that 
the sleeve may be cut to required length from 
extruded metal tubing :WhOS8"W&l1:thlCkIlSSSSxCOI‘e' 

10 responds to" the sheet gauges mentioned. I 
The side wallof the cap 1 is provided with a 

raised portion which in assembly is snugly en 
gaged by the outer sleeve '7. In e?ect the cap-sv 
and sleeve are interlocked, so that the consumer 

15 may grasp the outer sleeve and “work” the “clo‘a' 
- sure free from the bottle. ’ I showithexraisedrpor 

tion in the cap wall as comprising an annular . 
or circumferential bead 12,"a"ndadvantageously" 
such bead is. provided by flaring the peripheral;: 

20 rim of the cap 1, as shown in Fig. VI. In Fig. 
I it will be perceived how in assembly the: outer." 
sleeve 7' interlockswith the bead "12; .it will be i‘ 
observed that the outer #sleeve'? is elongate,.and 
it will be understood ‘that inspositionsupon:the,I 

25 ~- bottle the closure deviceconstitutesineffect ‘a 
sturdy cylinder which the-consumer may readily : 
grasp. 'I'oropen the bottle, thez‘bottle is heldwin" 
theleft hand and the closure tightlyigrasped in 
the right hand, andthe-required forcetis ap— 

gcvplied to withdraw the cap and sleeve together. 
from the bottle. The external shape of theolo 
sure, together with itssturdiness, readily admitsv 
of the application of. .the'iorcerequired to Y‘ open-' 
thebottle, so’that inv the‘ hands of the "userzthei 

35 bottle may be opened without theaidof-avbottle- 1' 
openingetooli The’ removalis more'ireadily -ef 
fected if the device is rotated slowly, before‘ and. 
while it is being pulled fromthebottle; 

It is desirable that the several elements: of the : 
40 :clo'sure besecured one to another: against rela-e: 

tive ‘rotation,- so. thatirotation of. thessleeve 'will‘._ 
be accompanied by the rotation of ‘fall; the. clo-.;» 
sure elements. . Thus,‘ . the.» .usuall-adhesioniexist 
ing between the -. stopper.xand:;bottlezmay'w'bezw 

45-:broken, and theremovalbfthe device facilitated. 
To. this. end I form the ;..clip- 10; rectangular in? 
cross-section, and the ?atsides' oh the aclipgiri: 
lying within the correspondingly"shapeda'passages 
l1 in:the'stopper-2 and thewasher grinsure'e’thati" 

50 sthe; cap, stopper, and. washer are‘ secure :‘against: 
relative rotation; The‘legs' afbiof the.>clip‘:10’: 
may, as in Fig; I they areshown, be turnedupii. 
at. theirtips‘c, and pressed-‘laterallytinto the 1 
body. material ‘of. ~the stopper; to provide-aaddie; 

55=itional means ‘for preventing :rotary Smovementro?; 
the stopper within the cap. Ini'makingia‘i'pro-i 1 
vision‘ for union of the cap and vsleeve, _Iiadva;r_1---~v 
tageously interrupt the peripheral '~bead~-‘on'=1the\» 
cap at one or more-points13P~.>(cf.’v Fig.~ IX)‘: 

eo'?'l‘he beadffot interrupted icontin‘uity may be 
formed by rolling the~metali bordering“ the~ 
rim" of the cap" (1a)" over and" upon‘ small: 
wire 14,'. which; .wire, too, mayjwbe' interrupted “ 
in. its extent at,‘ the points. 13," ‘13; "Thus,, 
the. cap structure is rendered 'niore._sturdy1for 
the service to which itf'is put." Whenjthe‘OllteIv'f" 
sleeve—.—note the sleeve-7min FighXLis. pressed '1 
intoposition over the cap .andnecklof the V.bot’-. 

. tle, the body metal of the sleeve .closely .enga'ges' 
701" the bead .15.and nests'rin theintervals or points. 

13 or"v interruption, asrnay. be noted:at-=16;: Am» 

cordingly,: the outer sleeve is united :WithfthB. :cap for both:rotationandiaxialrmovementi ~Mani+~ 

75 1,: festly; it . is a ~ simple smatterztofprovide aimaohlnea: 

1,972,542 
that will press the outer sleeve into such posi 
tion of assembly upon the bottle neck. 
As indicated in Fig. V, the outer sleeve may be 

corrugated lengthwise, to render the device in 
service more secure in the hands of a person 
opening the bottle. It is contemplated that the 
corrugations shall in most cases extend only part 
way of the length of the sleeve, the opposite end 
regions. of'the sleeve} beingrrsmooth‘t'forsnug en 
gagementvwith- the ‘cap 1 ‘and bottle %neck,‘¢respec 
tively, while the medial portion of the sleeve is 
corrugated in the manner mentioned. 

1 When the bottle is opened and only part of its 
contents. are withdrawn, the closure device may 
be'replaced in position of service, thus constitut- 90 

‘ ingrattemporaryrstopper after its prime function 
as a bottle sealhasbeen completed. In such use 
as atempora‘rystopper, the outer sleeve of the 
devicer'rmayg'be removed and the cap structure 
( 1, 2, 4) used alone, or'the sleeve and cap struc 
ture?may beusedtogether as a'temporarystopper 
upon-thebottle‘." ’ ' . 

In= Fig? VIII, I Ishowiaimodi?edl‘cap: ‘structure - 
1b, in whichithestopper is provided by shapingl 
in the top ‘wall of the. cap' a hollow‘rcylindrical wi100 
stud 2a} 1' Conveniently,-a:1ining 4c of: compressible 
material, such as.cork,-.is:applied to the topwall': 
and stud within thecap. iMa'nifestly, the caplb 
may be used exactly as the cap ‘structurel, 2, 41‘ 
is‘ used Tiny combin'atio'nvwithi the outer 1 sealing .105. 
sleeve .7,’ to, provide ‘the closure of- my. invention; 
Within the boss 2azIrsecurea. member 2c,-andr 
(as may .be perceived, in. ‘FigQVIIIl the: member 1 
may ,. bear numbers; letters,*-..or-:other1 datav for 
designating the bottled liquid. It will be further 
observed ‘Tin-“Fig.1. VIII .thatu‘thevboss‘ 2a~and ‘its 
cork icovering'4c lie‘within' thea'im of thecap; 
indeed,‘~the:stopper 2 .of: the r?rst-describedfstruc- ‘ 
ture ‘terminates within ‘or’ ‘ above :the :rim, :so : that; 
whenlthe cap is placed-aside, the stopper. does ‘not‘ 115. 
come in contact. with‘cdust: or other impurities.‘ 

It- is-icharacteristic of the‘ invention that, where; 
as =ther1usual'». bottle 5 cap'iis v--constructed < fof' rigid :1 
metal, so that the cap may‘berlockediinipositionls 
over .anf'annular- . protuberance". which‘: is (provided 120: 
adjacent‘ thermouth'oi‘. the bottlegmytcapil is »' 
made of! relatively softv metal! . Inzservice ‘the caps 
readily iadapts‘zitself ‘ tor. the surface of: ithe'zbottle . 
neck; amitprovide's. an‘ extendedfsurfabetof .;frlc-‘ 
tional-iengagem'ent :.with the ‘bottle; The outer-125; 
sleeve, infengaging-the :bottle neckibelowftheacapn 
provideszadditional surface :‘of-~frictional>.engage-. \ 
ment ‘between the bottle‘ :and the aclosure :‘devi'cey ‘ 
and the. stopper projecting: within the .mouthr‘of 1. 
the bottle'provi'de‘s still'another ‘extended-surface 
of :ifrictionalz.iengagementza . These: extended: "suri- ‘~ 
faces of frictional‘:engagementzextendon theline. 
of ‘separation of ~ the \closure .rmm: therbottle; and :: 
serve :to' :secure-the aclosure" imposition . of 'service’.r~.. 

Inzb’ottles :whose: contents. are .under high . press-1 ‘135 
surersuchzas bottled: carbonated :beverages, 1pm; 
vide; :a .apositive' {interlocking :between my“ "closure devicerand: the bottleisrneckz'r“ Adv‘antageously; 

such: : interlocking; issili effected ;: by": providing " i a :.: 
ridge+say'l'anixannular. ridge. lT'upon the snacking. 
of the bottle; of. Fig. IA.‘ The:ridgeal'lzisklocated 
atsubstantial. intervalv below? the.-:beada=12 iof: ithe " 
cap iniiplace tuponrthe ibottle;=whereby; when . the :. 
outer sleeve '7 is pressed into position of.'service',i 
itzpositively 'engagesrthe vbead 12 and :the ridge-1.7 , 145; 
thus providing “a positive‘ securing rot-the. caprupon; 

the» :bottle'.:. The-sleeve 17 viint'such organization: is adapted: to ‘secure {z-thevclos‘ure fin‘ 'placeragainst': : 

theupressurezexisting within the bottleiu.v In the: 
handscotrthe consumenzhowever; .thewlosurermaml?m’ 
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be turned and pulled free of engagement with the 
ridge 17, and so the bottle may be opened in the 
manner described. 

I claim as my invention: 
1. In combination with a longenecked bottle, a 

bottle closure comprising a cup-shaped cap seated 
over the mouth of the bottle, and a stopper se 
cured in said cap against axial displacement and 
rotation and projecting into the throat of the 
bottle, together with an elongate outer sleeve 
engaging the side wall of said cap and extending 
downward therefrom and engaging the outer sur 
face of the bottle neck, and means for securing 
the sleeve and cap against relative rotary and 
axial movements, said sleeve being formed of rela 
tively sturdy material, whereby to provide a han 
dle by which the closure may be removed from the 
bottle. 

2. In combination with a long-necked bottle, a 
bottle closure comprising a cup-shaped cap seat 
ing over the mouth of the bottle and a stopper 
projected into the throat of the bottle, mechani 
cal means for uniting said stopper and cap and 
securing them together against relative rotary 
and axial movements, an elongate outer sleeve 
engaging the side Wall of said cap and extending 
downward therefrom into engagement with the 
outer surface of the bottle neck, and means for 
securing the sleeve and cap against relative 
rotary and axial movements, said sleeve being 
formed of relatively sturdy material, whereby to 
provide a handle by which the closure may be 
removed from the bottle. 

3 
3. In combination with a long-necked bottle, 

a bottle closure comprising a cup-shaped cap 
whose side wall includes an annular bead, and a 
stopper secured in said cap against relative axial 
displacement and rotation, said stopper project 
ing into and frictionally engaging the throat of 
the bottle neck, and the side wallof said cap over 
lying and frictionally engaging the outer surface 
of the bottle neck, and an elongate outer sleeve 
securely engaging said bead to prevent rotation 
and axial displacement of the sleeve relatively to 
said cap, said sleeve extending downward from 
said bead into frictional engagement with outer 
surface of said bottle neck, and said sleeve being 
su?iciently rigid ‘to form a handle by which the 
closure may be removed from the bottle. 

4. In combination with a long-necked bottle, 
a bottle closure comprising a cup-shaped cap, a. 
stopper and an elongate outer sleeve, means for 
positively securing said stopper in said cap 
against relative rotation and axial displacement, 
said stopper friotionally engaging the inner sur 
face of the bottle neck, and the side wall of said 
cap frictionally engaging the outer surface of said 
neck, said sleeve overlapping the side wall of said 
cap and extending downward therefrom into en 
gagement with outer surface of the bottle neck, 
and means for uniting the cap and sleeve for 
common rotary or axial movement, and said 
sleeve being su?iciently rigid to form a handle 
by which the closure may be removed from the 
bottle. 

HENRY F. TEICHMANN. 
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